Internship
Strategic Funding, Transactions & Pricing
Bank Austria has been a member of UniCredit, one of the largest European banking groups, since 2005.
Being the bank with one of the strongest capital bases among the large banks in Austria we aim for
excellence and strive to achieve maximum customer satisfaction. Bank Austria is a modern and dynamic
universal bank offering its customers access to international financial markets. Therefore we consistently
invest in the development and motivation of our employees. In addition we offer ambitious students the
opportunity to gain practical experience during their education.
The Unit Strategic Funding, Transactions and Pricing within CFO Finance is responsible for the
management and execution of UCBA AG medium and long term funding in coordination with the Group
Finance department and within the Yearly Group Funding Plan perimeter. The unit also coordinates the
processes of mobilization of assets for the purposes of strategic funding and transactions. Further main
activities are servicing and post deal management of executed funding and strategic transactions as well
as defining risk adjusted pricing methodological approach and related pricing discipline, managing the
pricing tools and giving advisory to the business by ex-post mentoring.
What you can expect from this Internship:








Collaboration in the pool management in relation to all Bank Austria covered transactions.
Assistance in Rating Agency reporting and daily reporting of Credit Claims to OeNB.
Participation in the execution of medium- and long-term funding activities.
Support with ad-hoc requests related to new transactions.
Contribution in the production of monthly and quarterly RAPD monitoring reports.
Test the prizing tool and analyze output.

What you should bring along- What we expect from you:

 Current studies in the field of economics or finance.
 Fluent in German and English.
 Legal background (esp. regulatory or banking and capital markets laws) advantageous but not
precondition.
 Strong analytical and technical skills with attention to details.
 Strong understanding in Market and Financial System.
 Fast learner with excellent communication skills and a well-structured working method.
What we offer:

Place: Vienna
Period: 2nd term 2017
An internship for at least 3 months with a monthly gross salary of EUR 1050,00 if the internship is
mandatory for your studies. If your internship is not mandatory we offer a monthly gross salary of EUR
743,81.
Application details:

We look forward to receiving your online-application on http://praktikum.bankaustria.at, indicating the
advertisement-no. P8423-2.
Contact Person:

UniCredit Bank Austria AG
Andreas Hanl
Tel.: +43 (0)5 05 05-55422

